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Abstract—The remarkable technology for seamless integration of wireless 
and optical networks is radio frequency signals over Free Space Optics (FSO). 
This research study and simulation examine the design and evaluation perfor-
mance of Radio Frequency over FSO (RF-FSO) wireless communication tech-
nology. These systems are implemented through medium communication link 
ranges to overcome excessive sensitivity of atmosphere medium and meet the 
requirements of a wide variety of optical wireless applications. There are two 
ways to achieve the application of the design mentioned above. The first way is 
the application of the Three modulation schemes of technology that is Amplitude 
shift keying (ASK), Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), and Quadrature 
phase-shift keying (QPSK) of digital modulation. The design of these modulation 
schemes is realized by using optiwave software to study the transmission of RF 
signals over the FSO channel and compare the three modulation techniques into 
the RF-FSO system. RF signals with the frequency range from (20 to 60) GHz 
is used in RF-FSO system and many carrier optical signals where the higher RF 
has a wider bandwidth to carrying larger information. To increase the transmis-
sion of data rates Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technology is used. 
The second way is based on a mathematical model which has been proposed for 
this study. This mathematical model calculates optimal beacon period (BI), and 
optimal listen interval (LI) to preventing the overlapping of time between the sig-
nals and the decrease in the required power. Using different weather conditions 
samples, the simulation results revealed that the best performance of the RF-FSO 
system is from link range, and the receiver is more sensitive. The simulation 
results are as follows: Two independent channels are transmitted 20 Gbps over 
ranges from (263 m to 6.55 km), while four channels are transmitted 40 Gbps 
over ranges from (257 m to 5.95 km), and eight independent channels transmit 
80 Gbps over distance from (203 m to 5.2 km).

Keywords—free space optics, radio frequency, amplitude shift keying, quadra-
ture amplitude modulation, quadrature phase shift keying, wavelength division 
multiplexing, power management
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1 Introduction

Wireless communication technology is widely used in today’s world because of 
its flexibility and mobility. Due to these characteristics, the number of integrated and 
deployed applications into the wireless system is increased significantly. Numerous 
applications such as multimedia applications, real-time software, as well as control and 
monitor systems are operating on wireless networks [1]. One of the major issues of 
today’s world revolves around power management for wireless networks. This is due 
to most of the devices that run on wireless technology are powered by a battery. Good 
power management will prolong battery life [2]. FSO is an optical wireless commu-
nication of transmission information from one point to another using an optical light 
source [3]. FSO communication utilizes the same rule and the same abilities of optical 
fiber with lower cost, but the optical light transitions through the atmosphere instead 
of the core of optical fiber to removing the constituting optical fiber and time [4]. FSO 
technology provides many advantages, such as immune to radio frequency interference, 
provide high data rate, low power, high security, low cost, and high bandwidth [5]. The 
radio wave is a wireless communication system used to transmitted data over the air 
by digital signal at a frequency range from (3 kHz to 300 GHz), the transmission being 
bi-directional between a mobile and an antenna [6]. Radio over Free Space Optics 
communication system consists of a transmitter, receiver, and an atmospheric medium 
(FSO) communication channel between them for transmission the signals which its 
passes through it [7]. The first transporting of modulating radio frequency (RF) sig-
nals through free space optics (Ro-FSO) by using analog transmitter and receiver and 
uses a couple of optical fiber into transmitter and receiver to control the signal through 
FSO link [8]. The range of transmitted signal was only 3 meters between telescope 
lenses of transmitter and receiver; wave division multiplexing has been investigated 
for transmitting two different wavelengths over free space optics [9]. A new advance of 
dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) Ro-FSO communication technique 
has been used, which transport 2.5 Gbps over 1 km of two buildings, employed optical 
fiber onto both ends of buildings for transited and received the optical signal [10]. The 
DWDM has been developed, which transmitted 2.5 Gbps through a 1 km range of 
atmospheric turbulence between two buildings by transmitter and receiver antenna [11].  
This research solution for creating Ro-FSO communication system with better perfor-
mances, Ro-FSO is wireless communication networks consist of both FSO and radio 
over fiber (R-o-F) techniques utilize for removal (RF) signals overcrowding, by optical 
transmission wave over free space optics carrying RF signal without the need of using 
optical fiber. A gaussian optical filter placed during using WDM to separates the differ-
ent transmitted wavelength thus filters for prevention the interference of received signal 
and power consumption is reduced.

2 Literature review

Radio frequencies over Free Space Optics (Ro-FSO) are modern technology that 
promises future wireless communications. Ro-FSO has widely spread because of 
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the increased demand to have a wireless bandwidth [12]. Ro-FSO technology was 
studied due to many features like low attenuation losses, low power exhaustion, and 
high bandwidth for RF distribution [13]. Design and simulation of Ro-FSO wire-
less communication system offer an excessive sensitivity of atmosphere medium 
which causing fading in the received signal due to attenuation particles like (fog, rain, 
haze, snow, and smoke) that conflict with propagation beam leading to scattering 
and absorption that produce decreasing of received power. As well as, a line of sight 
(LOS) of the Ro-FSO system which needs to transmit the information directly to 
the receiver without any obstruction between them. Previews of research studies on 
Ro-FSO and some technologies used for wireless communication applications such 
as design and evaluation of a hybrid combination of Ro-FSO system used four dif-
ferent channels of both wavelength division multiplexing WDM and the mode divi-
sion multiplexing MDM techniques, which each channel carried 2.5 Gbps placed on 
10 GHz radio frequency signals modulated by (MZM) with four optical beams for 
transmitting 10 Gbps data rate [14]. System design based on (DWDM) dense wave-
length division multiplexing and focal scheme technologies that transmit 320 Gbps 
through free-space optical (FSO), therefore has been employed eight optical channels 
for transmission 320 Gbps a long 50 meters of FSO system. They have produced that 
increase of data rate by DWDM and focal scheme [15]. Designed a simulation system 
of a hybrid orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) Ro-FSO communi-
cation system had (MDM) mode division multiplexing of two independent channels, 
thus capable for transmissions 40 Gbps which each channel transport 20 Gbps that 
carried by radio frequency (RF) signals [16]. As for the Ro-FSO system, it offers an 
attractive and promising way to address the study of the fluctuations of an optical 
signal that occur under different weather conditions through free-space optics, and it 
able of transporting electrical modem through FSO it should be placed onto optical 
source after carrying the information by amplitude, frequency, or phase modulation 
of RF signal.

3 Design two channels of Ro-FSO system

This design has a Quadurater Phase shift keying (QPSK) modulator where the 
incoming bit rate has split into two sequences signal. The phase of a signal has to 
change according to the input binary bit symbol. QPSK modulator block contains, as 
shown in Figure 1, a PSK pulse generator, and a quadrature modulator, a PSK pulse 
generator consisting of a PSK sequence generator, and two M-ray pulse generators. 
This gives two signals with different phases by one digit, inputs quadrature modulator 
multiplexing by cosine and sine carrier wave that gathers by an adder to produce output 
electrical signal. QAM is a form of hybrid modulation that has been used to code and 
modulate in this system QAM pulse generator consisting of sequence generator and 
two M-ray pulse generators. The input bit rate is divided into two subsequences; this 
generated signal pulse varies amplitude according to the input bits symbol. The two 
pulses multiple by two carrier signal sine and cosine of quadrature modulator they 
adding together for output an electrical modulated signal.
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Fig. 1. Two channels Ro-FSO system

4 Design four channels of Ro-FSO system by using WDM

In this section, WDM has been used to develop the simulation system of a digital 
modulator (QPSK) from single to multi-channel in the Ro-FSO system. At the receiver, 
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De-WDM uses to distribute signals onto the receiving channels. To avoid the interfer-
ence at the receiver its must place a Gaussian optical filter after De-WDM to separate 
the receiving wavelengths according to transmitted waves. These systems have been 
using the ideal WDM, which is different from normal WDM; it has no filters inside.

Fig. 2. Four channels WDM Ro-FSO system
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5 Design eight channels of Ro-FSO system by using WDM

The architectural design of the eight channels of the Ro-FSO system is similar to 
that of the four channels of the Ro-FSO system, but Pseudo-Random Binary Sequences 
(PRBS) could be transmission by 8λ system design.

Fig. 3. Eight channels WDM Ro-FSO system
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Table 1. The parameters of Ro-FSO simulation system design

UnitValueParameter

Gbps10Bit rate

nm1550CW laser

dBm10Transmission power

cm5Transmitter aperture diameter

cm20Receiver aperture diameter

mrad1.5Beam divergence

dB10Gain of an optical amplifier

dB3Noise figure

10Gain of APD

A/W3Responsively of APD

nA5The dark current of APD

Table 2. Values of free space attenuation parameters employed in simulation systems

cn2α(dB/km)W. C

5×10˗140.43Clear air

1.7×10˗143.34Haze

0.6×10˗141.98Light rain

0.5×10˗145.84Mod rain

0.4×10˗149.29Heavy rain

0.3×10˗1416.67Light fog

0.2×10˗1435.38Mod fog

0.1×10˗14113.2Heavy fog

Every channel generates 10 Gbps by PRBS generator. The values of weather con-
ditions of Table 2 that was used for test performances of Ro-FSO systems designs are 
taken from ref [17].

6 Mathematical model of power saving mode

The purpose of implementing the proposed analysis is to determine a precise aver-
age ratio of the time when the station remains in the doze mode. This approach aims to 
reduce the inefficiency of two factors found in the Power Saving Mode (PSM) mech-
anism, namely, channel contention and prevention of frequent waking up of stations. 
There are two random variables in this proposed scheme: interframe arrival time and 
packet frame size. The interframe arrival time can be expressed in three types of distri-
butions; deterministic (DET), uniform (UNI), and exponential (EXP). Meanwhile, the 
size of the packet frame distribution is either uniform or deterministic in distribution. 
For an energy-saving scheme to work, the network must not be in a state of heavy load. 
This is because the PSM mechanism operates optimally when the network utilization (ρ) 
is equal to or less than 30% [18–20]. Therefore, in this research analysis, the benchmark 
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of the utilization value must be equal to or less than 30% for every element. As such, 
the calculation of the utilization value is based on the formula of utilization as below.

 
ρ = ×

=
∑S

UJ

c 1

1  
(1)

Where S is the communication time with consideration of the actual transmission 
time from the Optical Channel (OC) to the element located at the receiver and to the 
Power Save (PS-POLL) frame, with acknowledgment of the frame from the element to 
the free space optics channel that is free of channel contention, the value of the commu-
nication time must be higher than the value of actual transmission between the optical 
channel and the elements located at the receiver. This is because the PSM mechanism 
has sleeping periods and the presence of buffered packet frames at the optical channel, 
which need more control during the sending of packet frames to the elements. By using 
the PSM mechanism, it avoids packet drop and channel contention; both of them con-
sume more energy.

S
min

OC

ACK
User

Data

PS-PollDIFS

SIFS

Beacon 

TIM=1

Backoff timer =0

Time

Time

SIFS

Fig. 4. The shortest communication time of receiving one packet frame

Figure 4 shows the shortest communication time for retrieving one data frame from 
an OC to the element and the transmission time of three frames. After receiving one 
beacon frame, the PSM-enabled user must wait for a short period for the Distribution 
Coordinate Function Interframe Space (DIFS) to buffer the packet frames before send-
ing the PS-POLL frame to the OC. Then, the station sends out PS-POLL frames to 
the OC after waiting for a random backoff timer that changes from (0) to the current 
contention window (CW). The OC responds to the PS-POLL frame immediately by 
transmitting the packet frames after sending the shortest period namely, Short Inter-
frame Space (SIFS). Only when the PSM-enabled user has received this packet frame 
successfully, the PSM-enabled station performs the task of sending the ACK frame to 
the OC after the SIFS time is released from the same station to the OC [19–23]. Based 
on the Distribution Coordinate Function (DCF) [20], the formula for the calculation of 
the communication time is as follows:

 
S PDS

DTR
PFS
BTR

ACK
BTR

CW DIFS SIFS sact = + + + + + =3 1 139. µ
 

(2)
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Table 3. Parameters simulation that is used to calculate S [24]

Parameters Values

Number of stations 1 to 10

Data Transmission Rate (DTR) 11 Mbps

Basic Transmission Rate (BTR) 2 Mbps

Size of Packet Data (PDS) 6000 bits

Size of PS-POLL frame (PFS) 14 bytes

Size of ACK frame (ACK) 14 bytes

Interframe Space-Time (SIFS) 10 µs

Distribution of Interframe Space (DIFS) 50 µs

Minimum Contention Window (MCW) 31

Preamble 192 µs

7 Results and discussion

The results of the Ro-FSO communication systems are extracted using “OptiSystem” 
software to improve the performance of the single-channel Ro-FSO, and multi-channel 
WDM Ro-FSO systems. In the two channels of the Ro-FSO system, two optical waves 
(1550, 1552) nm are transmitted. Each one is carrying 10 Gbps, one placed onto 20 GHz 
of RF signal transmission by 1550 nm laser source and the other onto signal 50 GHz 
traveled by 1552 nm. The power measurements of the transmitted signal and received 
signal, after 263 m range under heavy fog weather conditions by the optical spectrum 
analyzer (OSA), were 10 dBm and –26.707 dBm.

Table 4. Results of 2-channels transfer 20 Gbps over maximums range [25]

Weather 
Conditions α(dB/km) cn2 Max Link RF(GHz) BER Q.factor

Clear air 0.43 5×10˗14 6.55 km 20 7.9×10˗10 6.03

50 1.8×10˗10 6.26

Light fog 16.67 0.3×10˗14 1.09 km 20 7.8×10˗10 6.03

50 1.8×10˗10 6.26

Mod fog 35.38 0.2×10˗14 0.641 km 20 9.4×10˗10 6.00

50 2.5×10˗10 6.21

Heavy fog 113.2 0.1×10˗14 0.263 km 20 8.3×10˗10 6.025

50 2.0×10˗10 6.25

Figure 5 shows the results of the processes in Table 4. The red lines demonstrate 
transmissions of 20 Gbps when different radio frequency signals (20 and 50) GHz 
carry 10 Gbps that travel through the longest possible distance of FSO. The purple 
curves line explains transmissions of 10 Gbps. The less bit rate of 10 Gbps could 
travel over the longest range than 20 Gbps information under the four weather 
conditions.
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Fig. 5. Transporting 10 and 20 Gbps by 2-channel Ro-FSO under clear air

In the four channels Ro-FSO system, the information 40 Gbps has been transmis-
sions via free-space optics by different signals of radio frequencies (20, 30, 40, 50) GHz 
where every signal is carrying 10 Gbps of information. The RF signals modulated with 
laser sources (1550, 1552, 1554, 1556) nm the different wavelength mixing by WDM. 
Optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) measured the power of transmissions modulation 
signals before and after 255 m of FSO range under heavy fog weather conditions. The 
powers were 13.01 dBm and –22.55 dBm, respectively, after the longest range can 
be in 4-channels WDM Ro-FSO communication design. Table 5 shows the results of 
transmission 40 Gbps over maximum ranges can obtain under attenuated and turbu-
lence weather by haze and rainy conditions. These results have been observed that 
a higher RF has a better performance which the signal RF 50 GHz modulated with 
1556 nm has a higher Q.factor and lower BER in all weather conditions that have been 
tested [26–27].

Table 5. Results of transporting 40 Gbps by 4-channels  
WDM Ro-FSO over the max link

BERQ.factorRF(GHz)Max Linkcn2α(dB/km)Weather 
Conditions

2.3×10˗106.22202.75 km1.7×10˗143.34Haze

8.2×10˗106.0230

2.2×10˗106.5840

1.7×10˗116.6250

1.2×10˗106.32203.5 km0.6×10˗141.98Light rain

4.9×10˗106.1230

1.0×10˗116.7040

7.9×10˗126.7350

1.0×10˗106.35202 km0.5×10˗145.84Mod rain

3.7×10˗106.1530

8.2×10˗126.7340

6.4×10˗126.7650

(Continued)
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Table 5. Results of transporting 40 Gbps by 4-channels 
WDM Ro-FSO over the max link (Continued) 

BERQ.factorRF(GHz)Max Linkcn2α(dB/km)Weather 
Conditions

1.4×10˗106.30201.52 km0.4×10˗149.29Heavy rain

4.2×10˗106.0930

1.2×10˗116.6640

1.0×10˗116.7050

Figure 6 explains the best RF signals of transporting 10 Gbps through FSO link by 
curves under haze weather conditions, where the carrier signal 50 GHz shown a higher 
Q.factor with max range. The max range (2.75 km) and attenuation of haze have been fixed.
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Fig. 6. The Q.factor of transporting 40 Gbps by 4-channels 
(WDM) Ro-FSO under haze weather conditions

In the eight channels of the Ro-FSO system, the information 80 Gbps has been 
transmissions via free-space optics by different signals of radio frequencies. The eight 
10 Gbps pleased eight of 20 GHz RF signals that have been optically modulating with 
different optical sources from (1552.5, 1551.7, 1550.9, 1550.2, 1549.3, 1548.5, 1547.7, 
1546.9) nm by eight Mach-Zender-Modulator. The optical power of wavelengths 
before and after transported the information along a maximum range of 200 m has been 
determined by an optical spectrum analyzer under heavy fog weather conditions. The 
optical signal transmissions were 16.02 dBm and –11.47 dBm, the power before and 
after the 200 m range through heavy fog atmosphere attenuation.

Table 6 shows results of the longest distance that information 80 Gbps could be 
reached under three weather conditions. The RF signals that have been used were only 
20 GHz which each 20 GHz modulated with different laser wavelengths and has to mix 
with the same ideal WDM that has been used above systems. However, the signal has 
the furthest distances (5 km) under clear air and (1.2 km) under heavy rain, this due to 
fewer attenuation particles in clear air made signal capable of transmitting long ranges, 
and when attenuation increased this lead to a decrease the transmission range in heavy 
rain, while the heavy fog weather the range that signal could have its only (200 m) 
because FSO high sensitive to fog particles [23].
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Table 6. Results of transporting 80 Gbps by ideal WDM in Ro-FSO system

BERQ.factorLaser Source 
(nm)

Max 
Linkcn2α(dB/km)Weather 

Conditions

3.5×10˗147.481552.55 km5×10˗140.43Clear air

1.9×10˗137.251551.7

3.3×10˗137.181550.9

1.0×10˗147.631550.2

9.2×10˗137.041549.3

8.4×10˗147.371548.5

1.5×10˗106.291547.7

2.1×10˗137.241546.9

5.2×10˗209.081552.51.2 km0.4×10˗149.29Heavy rain

6.3×10˗198.801551.7

1.3×10˗188.721550.9

1.2×10˗229.721550.2

3.4×10˗198.871549.3

2.3×10˗188.661548.5

3.1×10˗147.501547.7

1.6×10˗188.691546.9

1.1×10˗2410.181552.5200 m0.1×10˗14113.2Heavy fog

2.7×10˗239.871551.7

3.2×10˗239.851550.9

1.9×10˗3011.401550.2

2.6×10˗2510.321549.3

5.2×10˗229.571548.5

2.3×10˗188.651547.7

1.1×10˗229.721546.9

Figure 7 demonstrates the best transmissions wavelength of different wavelengths 
where the (1550 nm) wavelength has the best performances under the three weather 
conditions tested in this design.
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Fig. 7. The Q.factor of transporting 80 Gbps by 8-channels under clear air
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The optimal beacon interval (BI) and listen interval (LI) are calculated using 
Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 and the least common multiple. The calculation between 
the free space optic channel and the users achieves the value of optimal LI is 108 ms 
with average delay value, which yields several 60 ms for each packet. As shown in 
Figure 8, the value of average packet delay increases when LI increases.

Fig. 8. Relation between average packet delays with values of LI

The calculation between the free space optic channel and the users achieves the 
value of optimal BI is 85 ms with a value of buffered packet frames delay is 52 ms. 
The analysis in this research shows that value of buffered packet delay increase when 
the value of BI increases, as depicted in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Average buffered delays with the values of BI

Comparing QPSK Ro-FSO communication systems in terms of maximum distance 
signal can pass through the same atmosphere conditions (heavy fog) during its per-
formances (Q.factor and BER). The single-channel could have the longest range than 
multi-channel, increasing transmission signal channels decreasing the transmission 
ranges. Although, the feature of the multi-channel system it’s getting a higher data rate 
at the same time.
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8 Conclusion

It can be concluded from the literature of the architectures proposed in this research 
that this work encourages the development of modern communication systems. 
Although, this research was articulated the simulation models of Radiofrequency over 
Free Space optics (Ro-FSO) communication technique. A designed Ro-FSO system 
has investigated the radio frequency (RF) signals with various RF modulation tech-
niques (ASK, QAM, and QPSK). The best system performance has been found by 
the QPSK modulation technique. For this reason, the RF modulation QPSK has been 
chosen to develop the wireless communication of the Ro-FSO system. Subsequently, 
WDM technology has been employed to transmit more than one signal to increase the 
transferred information capacity. Therefore, the 20 Gbps transported by two RF signals 
(20, and 50) GHz also has been transported 40 Gbps data rate by four signals of RF 
(20, 30, 40, and 50) GHz. Finally, the WDM Ro-FSO system could transport 80 Gbps 
where every 10 Gbps placed on 20 GHz and modulated with (1552.5, 1551.7, 1550.9, 
1550.2, 1549.3, 1548.5, 1547.7, 1546.9) nm. Hence, the digital data rate can transmit 
along with various atmospheric weather conditions (clear, haze, rain, and fog) of FSO 
links. Despite the different values of RF signals were used in the Ro-FSO system, the 
higher RF (50 GHz) has wider bandwidth to have larger information while the lower 
RF signal (20 GHz) has transferred over long ranges when it has a low data rate.
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